
 

 

 

 

 

PICK-UP INFO: Marco Polo (VCE) – Venice airport 

 

This document explains the pick-up & meet process for transfers starting from Marco Polo 

airport in Venice, Italy. 

Instructions: 

Upon arrival and disembarking on the airport collect your luggage (if applied). After that please 

check the map on the second page of this document: 

Green dashed line shows the direction of leaving the terminal building. Just in front of the 

terminal there is a roof cover & taxi waiting area (yellow lines on the ground). Cross that double 

»service« road. After crossing you will see the bus stop area (yellow markings on the ground).  

The parking few meters further is called »Sosta breve (scoperto)« or »short stay« parking. 

From here continue on the pavement to your left hand side (marked with green dashed line + 

arrow on the map) until you come paralel with the edge of the terminal building. Few meters 

before that is a red »zebra« crosswalk on the asphalt. Cross it. This is our meeting point (more or 

less by marked red circle on the map). You will see on your left hand side yellow parking boxes 

with »shuttle« sign on the ground (see picture number 2).  

For your reference – also on the left hand side there will be a lamp-post with the sign B on it + 

stop-watch on a violet background (see picture number 3). Than you are on the right spot ! 

 

When you are on that position, or really close to the parking area, ready to be picked-up (after 

luggage & customs clearance) please ring / send SMS / call the phone number: +386 41 977 527. 

(also available on Whatsapp, to avoid additional costs). Driver will be there within 2 minutes 

from the contact. If you don't do that, the driver won't know you are there & ready to go. 

 

The vehicle will be having the SKV sign or lead passenger name & surname visible on the front 

window. 

Vehicle: white Ford van (SKV logo on the doors) with licence plate KP AF-915. If you spot the 

vehicle please wave ☺ 

 

Since the parking area is limited to only 10 minutes for free, we really apreciate if you contact 

the provided number – when you are ready, on the marked area. 

If you for any reason have a delay (upon arrival, luggage problems, customs problems, ... etc). 

Please inform the driver aswell (if possible).  

 

Wish you a pleasant ride with us ! 

 

 

CEO of S.K.V. 

Grega Škvarč 
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